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The neurobiological basis of psychogenic movement disorders remains poorly understood and the management of these conditions
difficult. Functional neuroimaging studies have provided some insight into the pathophysiology of disorders implicating particularly
the prefrontal cortex, but there are no studies on psychogenic dystonia, and comparisons with findings in organic counterparts are
rare. To understand the pathophysiology of these disorders better, we compared the similarities and differences in functional
neuroimaging of patients with psychogenic dystonia and genetically determined dystonia, and tested hypotheses on the role of
the prefrontal cortex in functional neurological disorders. Patients with psychogenic (n = 6) or organic (n = 5, DYT1 gene mutation
positive) dystonia of the right leg, and matched healthy control subjects (n = 6) underwent positron emission tomography of regional
cerebral blood flow. Participants were studied during rest, during fixed posturing of the right leg and during paced ankle movements.
Continuous surface electromyography and footplate manometry monitored task performance. Averaging regional cerebral blood
flow across all tasks, the organic dystonia group showed abnormal increases in the primary motor cortex and thalamus compared
with controls, with decreases in the cerebellum. In contrast, the psychogenic dystonia group showed the opposite pattern, with
abnormally increased blood flow in the cerebellum and basal ganglia, with decreases in the primary motor cortex. Comparing organic
dystonia with psychogenic dystonia revealed significantly greater regional blood flow in the primary motor cortex, whereas psychogenic dystonia was associated with significantly greater blood flow in the cerebellum and basal ganglia (all P 5 0.05, family-wise
whole-brain corrected). Group  task interactions were also examined. During movement, compared with rest, there was abnormal
activation in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex that was common to both organic and psychogenic dystonia groups (compared
with control subjects, P 5 0.05, family-wise small-volume correction). These data show a cortical–subcortical differentiation beReceived October 8, 2012. Revised December 11, 2012. Accepted December 21, 2012
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tween organic and psychogenic dystonia in terms of regional blood flow, both at rest and during active motor tasks. The pathological
prefrontal cortical activation was confirmed in, but was not specific to, psychogenic dystonia. This suggests that psychogenic and
organic dystonia have different cortical and subcortical pathophysiology, while a derangement in mechanisms of motor attention
may be a feature of both conditions.

Keywords: psychogenic movement disorder; fixed dystonia; DYT1 gene; functional imaging; motor; cerebellum; basal ganglia;
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; attention

Introduction
Medically unexplained neurological symptoms account for up to
30% of neurology out-patient referrals (Carson et al., 2000; Stone
et al., 2009), and movement disorders are a common presentation
(Hinson and Haren, 2006). The historical nomenclature is complex,
emphasizing poor understanding of their pathophysiology. Some
terms are descriptive (functional disorders, medically unexplained
symptoms), whilst others refer to putative aetiology (psychogenic,
hysteria, non-organic) or mechanism (dissociative or conversion
disorder) (Rowe, 2010). Here, we use the term ‘psychogenic’ because of its widespread clinical use, particularly in relation to
movement disorders (Nowak and Fink, 2009).
Despite the use of established diagnostic criteria (Fahn and
Williams, 1988; Williams et al., 1995; Gupta and Lang, 2009),
the diagnosis of psychogenic movement disorders remains a significant challenge (Lang and Voon, 2011) and a ‘crisis for neurology’ (Hallett, 2006). A better understanding of their
neurobiology may help improve diagnosis, treatment and prognosis, which remain poor.
Functional neuroimaging has been used to examine sensory and
motor psychogenic neurological disorders (Tiihonen et al., 1995;
Marshall et al., 1997; Spence et al., 2000; Vuilleumier et al.,
2001; Mailis-Gagnon et al., 2003; Werring et al., 2004;
Burgmer et al., 2006; Ghaffar et al., 2006; de Lange et al.,
2007, 2010; Kanaan et al., 2007, 2010; Stone et al., 2007;
Cojan et al., 2009; Voon et al., 2010a, b). The focus has been
predominantly on negative motor symptoms, such as paralysis. To
our knowledge, no neuroimaging studies have specifically examined psychogenic dystonia. Moreover, the published neuroimaging
studies have not compared psychogenic neurological disorders
with their organic counterparts, instead comparing the changes
in neural activation with performance of an unaffected limb or
healthy volunteers (Nowak and Fink, 2009).
We studied the pathophysiology of psychogenic dystonia using
functional neuroimaging in patients with psychogenic dystonia,
compared with both healthy controls, and patients with genetically
confirmed organic dystonia. To investigate movement-related activations in a homogeneous sample, we chose to examine patients
presenting with fixed dystonia of the right lower limb. While dystonia of the lower limb can arise from organic neurological disease
(McKeon et al., 2008), a fixed immobile posture first arising in
adulthood without clinical or laboratory evidence for organic disease is a characteristic presentation of psychogenic dystonia (Lang,
1995; Schrag et al., 2004; Hinson and Haren, 2006; Gupta and
Lang, 2009; Ibrahim et al., 2009; Hallett, 2010). All patients

fulfilled probable to clinically established criteria for psychogenic
dystonia (Fahn and Williams, 1988). We used H215O PET to measure normalized regional cerebral blood flow during three tasks in
which participants rested, held a fixed posture or undertook paced
ankle movements of their right leg (which was affected in all patients). Continuous monitoring of the surface EMG and footplate
manometry were used to monitor task performance.
Previous studies using PET neuroimaging on organic dystonia
have revealed disease-related metabolic patterns seen in both
active and inactive states (Eidelberg et al., 1998; Hutchinson
et al., 2000; Siebner et al., 2003), leading us to examine group
differences in regional cerebral blood flow averaged across all
tasks (task-independent effects). We predicted that this would
reveal both similarities and differences between organic and psychogenic dystonia, consistent with previous electrophysiological findings
(Espay et al., 2006; Avanzino et al., 2008; Quartarone et al., 2009).
We also predicted that there would be abnormal prefrontal cortical
activation in psychogenic dystonia during movement-related tasks
(task-dependent effects, revealed as group  task interactions),
given previous work that has implicated the prefrontal cortex as a
common neurobiological substrate in psychogenic movement disorders (Nowak and Fink, 2009; Bell et al., 2010).

Materials and methods
Participants
We studied three groups of participants: (i) patients with psychogenic
dystonia (n = 6); (ii) patients with organic dystonia due to a confirmed
DYT1 gene mutation (n = 5); and (iii) healthy control subjects (n = 6),
matched for age and gender. In all patients, dystonia affected the right
lower limb. All patients with psychogenic dystonia fulfilled current
criteria for clinically definite psychogenic dystonia (Gupta and Lang,
2009). Patients were recruited by experienced movement disorders
specialists from the movement disorders outpatient clinic, National
Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, University College London
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK (Schrag et al., 2004;
Ibrahim et al., 2009).
The following exclusion criteria were applied: age 518 years, pregnancy, additional neurological signs or abnormalities on clinical investigations, serious medical comorbidity and current major affective or
psychotic disorders (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). All
patients with psychogenic dystonia had unremarkable standard investigations for secondary dystonia (Calne and Lang, 1988), including MRI
brain and spine, except for one finding of left frontal small focal dysplasia and one of mild lumbar disc protrusion. Two patients had additionally undergone CSF examination with normal results. Both groups of
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patients were tested for the DYT1 gene mutation. No patient had concomitant complex regional pain syndrome. Follow-up information was
available for all patients with psychogenic dystonia 410 years post
imaging, with no change in diagnosis or resolution of dystonia.
The study was approved by the joint ethics committee of the
National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery and the Institute
of Neurology, and the Administration of Radioactive Substances
Advisory Committee, UK. Participants gave written informed consent
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Task and monitoring
There were three types of task (‘rest’, ‘post’ or ‘move’). Participants
lay supine in the scanner, with eyes open, and their right foot held in a
customized open cast strapped to their lower limb. Thus, the right foot
was held in an inverted and plantar-flexed position, ensuring that the
position of the limb was controlled in all three types of tasks.
During tasks, starting 30 s before scanning, participants listened to
pacing cues generated by a metronome. During rest tasks, participants
explicitly lay relaxed. During the post task, participants maintained the
distal part of the right lower limb in a fixed tonically contracted posture
with the foot both inverted and plantar-flexed, which, for the control
participants, simulated the dystonic posture of patients. During the move
task, participants flexed and extended their right foot against a footplate
dynamometer within the cast every 8 s, in time with the metronome
(0.125 Hz) over 125 s. The range of ankle movement was the maximum
possible extension–flexion movement of the ankle for each subject. We
also confirmed that all patients were able to perform this task with
visible movement in all patients. Participants were asked to relax the
left lower limb throughout. Each type of task was repeated four times
per participant, in a counterbalanced order.
Surface EMG recordings were obtained from right gastrocnemius
and tibialis anterior muscles, and left (contralateral) gastrocnemius.
EMG and footplate activity were monitored using a computer monitor,
allowing for monitoring of EMG changes during post and move tasks
against a subject-specific electrophysiological baseline. The EMG data
were analysed using Signal software (version 4.07, Cambridge
Electronic Design Ltd.) to calculate the root mean square amplitude
over each scanning epoch per task.

Statistical analyses
SPSS software (version 16.0.2; SPSS Inc.) was used for statistical analyses of the clinical characteristics of the participants and the EMG data
related to task monitoring. Repeated-measures ANOVA was performed
on the EMG data, with ‘Group’ as a between-subjects factor (three
levels: controls, psychogenic dystonia and organic dystonia) and ‘Task’
(three levels: rest, post and move) and ‘Muscle’ (two levels: right gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior muscles) as within-subjects factors.
Mauchly’s test was performed to examine for a violation of the assumption of sphericity, and, if present, the degrees of freedom were corrected
using the Greenhouse–Geisser method. The significance level was set at
P 5 0.05. Conditional on a significant F-value, post hoc t-tests were
performed to explore the strength of the main effects.

Positron emission tomography data
acquisition and analyses
Regional cerebral blood flow was measured from the distribution of
radioactivity following an intravenous injection of 15O-labelled water
(H215O) using a CTI Siemens ECAT HR + PET scanner. Twelve scans
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were acquired per participant, with an interscan interval of 8 min.
Over 20 s, 6–10 mCi were delivered. Image acquisition began 5 s
before the rising phase of the count curve, 30 s after injection and
continued for 90 s. Correction for tissue attenuation used a transmission scan from 68Ga/68Ge sources. Corrected data were reconstructed
by 3D filtered back-projection with 63 2.4-mm thick transverse planes
(128  128 2.1-mm pixels in plane). A full description of the H215O
activation technique is given (Siebner et al., 2003; Friston, 2007).
Data were preprocessed and analysed with statistical parametric
mapping using SPM8 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for
Neuroimaging, ION, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
software/spm8/) implemented in MATLAB 7 (version R2010b, The
MathWorks, Inc.) using standardized procedures (Friston et al.,
1994; Friston, 2007), including realignment for head movements
using the first scan of each participant as a reference, and spatial
warping to a standardized anatomic space (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988), by matching each realigned image to the PET template of the
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) (Friston et al., 1995).
Normalized images were smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel
of 16-mm full-width at half-maximum to both accommodate anatomic
heterogeneity between subjects and permit the application of Gaussian
fields to the derived statistical images (Friston et al., 1990).
The group, task, subject-specific and covariate effects (global blood
flow) were estimated according to the general linear model at each
voxel using a flexible factorial design (Friston et al., 1994). We specified three factors (group, task and subject) and between-subject grand
mean scaling. Global effects were accounted for by scan-specific proportional scaling of global activity to a nominal mean global activity of
50 ml/dl/min. Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the design matrix.
SPM(t) maps were generated to assess the effects of Task and
Group, and the interaction of these factors. To test hypotheses
about regionally specific group and/or task effects, the estimates
were compared using t-contrasts. Analysis of conjunctions was performed based on the global null (Friston et al., 1999), indicating
that contrasts were consistently high and jointly significant (Friston
et al., 2005). A threshold of P 5 0.05 with whole-brain correction
for multiple independent comparisons was applied when examining
for the main effect of Task across all groups. When examining the
main effect of Group across all tasks, the SPM maps produced were
inclusively masked by the contrast of move versus rest of the control
group to identify changes within a core motor network (there were no
significant differences between the ‘all subjects’ motor map and the
‘controls only’ motor map). Given the neuroimaging literature on other
psychogenic movement disorders that points to a role of the prefrontal
cortex, Brodmann areas 10 and 46 bilaterally were selected a priori as
anatomical regions of interest using the WFU PickAtlas SPM toolbox
(version 3.0.3; Functional MRI Laboratory, Wake Forest University
School of Medicine, NC, USA; http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/software/
PickAtlas) (Maldjian et al., 2003), when examining for Group  Task
interactions, using a small-volume correction at a corrected threshold
P 5 0.05. All activations are reported using MNI coordinates.

Results
Table 1 summarizes the demographic and clinical characteristics of
the patients with psychogenic and organic dystonia. All participants completed all tasks. EMG data were successfully obtained
from all participants, except two in the psychogenic dystonia
group, owing to technical problems.

Mobile
10
DYT1
36
Org-5

F

Mobile
36
53
Org-4

F

DYT1

Generalized; walks with stick, due to task-specific dystonia
right arm switched to using left hand
Mildly affected (right hand tremor and writer’s cramp,
and mild foot dystonia)

Some progression but responds to medication; no recent
follow-up
Response to medication, but progressive disease course.
Underwent pallidal stimulation with improvement
No follow-up
Generalized; able to walk unaided with medication
28
DYT1
34
Org-3

M

9
DYT1
31
Org-2

M

Mobile
14
22
Org-1

F

DYT1

Relatively fixed right leg, but
can return to normal position
Mobile

Generalized; can walk unaided but with difficulty

Partial improvement with bilateral tibial nerve neurolysis
with phenol injections; able to walk with stick
Some progression but continues to respond to
medication
No follow-up
Fixed
8
34
Psy-6

M

Peripheral injury

Generalized (both ankles and right upper limb); wheelchair
bound; additional functional symptoms
Both lower limbs; wheelchair bound; additional functional
symptoms
Generalized; can walk unaided with medication
Fixed
4
48
Psy-5

F

Fixed
2
25
Psy-4

F

Tingling and
weakness of legs
During psychotherapy

Right lower limb only

No change, but responds to botulinum toxin injections
No change, but responds to botulinum toxin injections
No change overall. Initially good improvement with
botulinum toxin injections and cognitive behavioural
therapy but recurrence a few years later
Fluctuations, worsened with development of other
functional symptoms
No change
Right lower limb only
Right lower limb only
Right upper and lower limb
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
6
7
7
Neck injury
Arthroscopy
Peripheral injury and
psychological stressor
42
46
39
Psy-1
Psy-2
Psy-3

M
F
F

Overall extent/severity of dystonia at time of
investigation
Fixed or mobile
Disease duration
(years)
Precipitant/cause
Age
(years)

Sex
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Main effect of task: expected changes in
the motor network during movement or
posture compared with rest
The performance of movement of the right foot (move versus rest,
all groups) was associated with expected increases in regional
cerebral blood flow in the core motor network, engaging left sensorimotor cortex (medial leg area), bilateral parietal cortices, bilateral thalamus, bilateral putamen and bilateral cerebellum (Fig. 1
and Supplementary Table 1). Maintaining a fixed posture with the
right foot against the footplate (post versus rest, all groups) was
associated with similar brain activation and there were no significant differences in regional cerebral blood flow revealed by the
contrast move versus post across all groups, signifying that the
post task provoked similar activation as the move task when compared with rest (pooling data from all groups).

Main effect of group:
cortical–subcortical differentiation in
regional cerebral blood flow
characterizes the distinction between
organic and psychogenic dystonia
The global effects of group, averaged across all tasks, revealed
significant differences between psychogenic and organic dystonia.
Comparing organic dystonia with healthy controls revealed significant increases in regional cerebral blood flow in left primary motor
cortex (medial leg area), left premotor cortex, bilateral parietal
cortices, bilateral thalamus, right globus pallidus internus and bilateral cerebellum, and decreases in regional cerebral blood flow in
bilateral thalamus and bilateral cerebellum (Fig. 2A and B; Tables 2
and 3). Compared with healthy control subjects, psychogenic dystonia was associated with significant increases in regional cerebral
blood flow in left globus pallidus internus, right caudate, bilateral
cerebellum and bilateral thalamus, and abnormally decreased
regional cerebral blood flow in left primary motor cortex (medial
leg area), left supplementary motor area, left thalamus and left
cerebellum (Fig. 3A and B; Tables 4 and 5). Comparing organic
dystonia with psychogenic dystonia revealed significant increases
in regional cerebral blood flow in left primary motor cortex (medial
leg area), left premotor area, right parietal cortex, right thalamus,
right caudate and left cerebellum, whereas psychogenic dystonia
was associated with significantly greater regional cerebral blood
flow in cerebellum, putamen, thalamus and left subthalamic
nucleus when compared with organic dystonia (Fig. 4A and B;
Supplementary Table 2A and B).

Group  task interaction: common
activations of dorsolateral/polar
prefrontal cortex during movement
compared with rest in dystonia
Whilst there were no significant differences in regional cerebral
blood flow between groups when comparing the move versus
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Figure 1 SPM(t) map of regional cerebral blood flow differences for the contrast of move versus rest (P 5 0.05, corrected) averaged
across all three groups. The sagittal (x = 6), coronal (y = 18) and axial (z = 2) images are projected onto a representative brain T1weighted image in standard anatomical space (MNI template).

Figure 2 SPM(t) maps showing differences in regional cerebral blood flow between organic dystonia group and control subjects,
averaged across all three tasks. The maps show regions with either increased (A) or decreased (B) regional cerebral blood flow (P 5 0.05,
corrected), within the core motor network defined by regions that in control subjects showed activation in the contrast move versus rest
(P 5 0.05, corrected).

rest and move versus post contrasts in the whole-brain analysis,
comparing the move versus rest contrasts in patients with organic
dystonia versus healthy controls revealed significant increases in
regional cerebral blood flow in the right dorsolateral/polar prefrontal cortex in the a priori region of interest analysis (T-score at peak
increase in activity: 3.93; MNI coordinates in millimetres: x = 36;
y = 48; z = 14) (Fig. 5A and C), and similar contrasts were seen in
patients with psychogenic dystonia versus controls (T-score at
peak increase in activity: 4.07; MNI coordinates in millimetres:
x = 36; y = 48; z = 16) (Fig. 5B and C). An analysis of conjunction

confirmed increases in regional cerebral blood flow in the right
dorsolateral/polar prefrontal cortex in both organic and psychogenic dystonia.

EMG analysis
There were significant main effects of Group [F(2,11) = 4.43;
P 5 0.05] and Task [F(2,22) = 18.2; P 5 0.001]. As expected,
there was a significant interaction between task and muscle
[F(2,22) = 4.11; P 5 0.05]. Post hoc two-sample two-tailed
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Table 2 Cluster peaks of increased normalized regional cerebral blood flow for the contrast organic dystonia versus control
subjects averaged across all tasks, within a core motor network, thresholded P 5 0.05, family-wise error corrected for
multiple comparisons
Location

Laterality

x
Premotor cortex
Premotor cortex
Primary motor cortex (leg area)
Temporoparietal junction
Temporoparietal junction
Insula
Thalamus
Thalamus
Thalamus
Lateral thalamus
Globus pallidus internus/thalamus
Cerebellar hemisphere
Cerebellar hemisphere
Cerebellar hemisphere

T-value of peak regional
cerebral blood flow difference

Coordinates of peak activity

Left
Left
Left/Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right
Right
Left
Right
Right

y
52
16
2
56
66
40
8
16
14
30
24
28
32
18

z
0
16
32
24
36
0
18
8
16
26
16
50
44
32

8
74
70
18
20
4
18
20
18
4
6
28
36
24

8.73
6.35
13.64
17.57
12.18
5.59
25.23
22.20
19.29
8.39
5.75
15.80
9.01
6.65

Coordinates refer to standard anatomic space using the MNI template.

Table 3 Cluster peaks of increased normalized regional cerebral blood flow for the contrast control subjects versus organic
dystonia averaged across all tasks, within a core motor network, thresholded P 5 0.05, family-wise error corrected for
multiple comparisons
Location

Laterality

x
Frontal operculum
Dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
Thalamus
Dorsal midbrain
Cerebellar hemisphere
Cerebellar hemisphere

Right
Left
Left/Right
Right
Right
Left

T-value of peak regional cerebral
blood flow difference

Coordinates of peak activity

y
62
6
0
2
8
40

z
8
2
8
34
56
62

8
48
0
4
28
50

17.01
17.01
15.53
21.34
12.66
5.47

Coordinates refer to standard anatomic space using the MNI template.

t-tests revealed that there was a trend towards the overall mean
root mean square amplitude across all tasks being higher in
organic dystonia than in controls (P = 0.06), and higher in organic
dystonia than in psychogenic dystonia (P = 0.002, with Bonferroni
correction), but not different between controls and psychogenic
dystonia (P = 0.21). However, the arbitrary units of surface EMG
require caution in interpreting between-subject effects. Post hoc
two-tailed paired t-tests of task effects within group showed that
there was a graded increase in mean root mean square amplitude
between rest and post, and between post and move, respectively,
across all groups in the case of gastrocnemius muscle, and post
and move were similarly greater than rest for the tibialis anterior
muscle (P 5 0.05, with Bonferroni correction).

Discussion
In support of our principal hypothesis we have demonstrated that
there are anatomically distinct patterns of abnormal regional

cerebral blood flow in psychogenic and organic dystonia. To identify task-independent effects in each disease group compared with
controls, we averaged across all three tasks and found that
patients with organic dystonia showed increased regional cerebral
blood flow, indicative of greater local neurometabolic rate, in primary motor, premotor and parietal cortices, together with reduced
flow in the cerebellum. In contrast, patients with psychogenic
dystonia were characterized by an opposite pattern of activation,
showing increased regional cerebral blood flow in the cerebellum
and basal ganglia, with reduced flow in the primary motor cortex.
Not only did the two groups of patients differ from healthy controls, they also differed significantly from each other in these
regions. We then sought task-dependent effects in the prefrontal
cortex, identifying significant increases in movement-related activation in the right dorsolateral/polar prefrontal cortex in both
organic and psychogenic dystonia (but not in healthy controls).
Previous functional neuroimaging studies on organic dystonia
have yielded variable results, in part because of the heterogeneity
of dystonias and study methods. Fluorodeoxyglucose-PET imaging
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Figure 3 SPM(t) maps showing differences in regional cerebral blood flow between psychogenic dystonia group and control subjects,
averaged across all three tasks. The maps show regions with either increased (A) or decreased (B) regional cerebral blood flow (P 5 0.05,
corrected), within the core motor network defined by regions that in control subjects showed activation in the contrast move versus rest
(P 5 0.05, corrected). Cf. Figure 2 in terms of the cortical and subcortical differences.

Table 4 Cluster peaks of increased normalized regional cerebral blood flow for the contrast psychogenic dystonia versus
control subjects averaged across all tasks, within a core motor network, thresholded P 5 0.05, family-wise error corrected
for multiple comparisons
Location

Laterality

Temporoparietal junction
Globus pallidus/thalamus
Dorsal thalamus
Dorsal thalamus
Tegmentum
Caudate
Cerebellar hemisphere
Cerebellar vermis

Right
Left
Left
Right
Left/Right
Right
Left
Right

T-value of peak regional cerebral
blood flow difference

Coordinates of peak activity

x

y
60
14
12
16
6
16
26
2

z
34
10
22
8
34
8
58
56

20
8
18
20
32
20
28
8

12.14
19.24
18.74
15.80
14.52
15.80
14.92
14.75

Coordinates refer to standard anatomical space using the MNI template.

studies have identified disease-specific patterns of abnormal metabolic brain network activity characterized by relative increases in
areas including the supplementary motor area in patients with
sporadic dystonia, and manifesting and non-manifesting DYT1
gene carriers (Eidelberg et al., 1998). A recent H215O PET study
also showed task-related abnormal sensorimotor activation in primary dystonia (Carbon et al., 2010), consistent with our findings.
In contrast, neuroimaging studies of other functional neurological
disorders have predominantly implicated the prefrontal cortex
(Nowak and Fink, 2009; Bell et al., 2010). However, whether

this is a true marker of the psychogenic aetiology, or whether
its role is secondary to being in a dysfunctional neurological
state that is common to both psychogenic and organic neurological disorders remained unclear. Our study provides support for the
latter interpretation with similar abnormal changes in the prefrontal areas being seen in both disease groups.
The identification of cortical–subcortical neuroimaging features
that differentiate organic from psychogenic dystonia complements
studies on plasticity in dystonia. Patients with organic dystonia
have been reported to have abnormally increased cortical plasticity
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Table 5 Cluster peaks of increased normalized regional cerebral blood flow for the contrast control subjects versus psychogenic dystonia averaged across all tasks, within a core motor network, thresholded P 5 0.05, family-wise error corrected
for multiple comparisons
Location

Laterality

x
Inferior frontal cortex
Supplementary motor area
Primary motor cortex
Temporoparietal junction
Dorsal anterior cingulate
Inferior parietal lobule
Thalamus/red nucleus/colliculi
Cerebellar hemisphere
Cerebellar hemisphere

Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left

T-value of peak regional cerebral
blood flow difference

Coordinates of peak activity

y
56
2
16
68
2
50
6
14
46

z
6
4
28
32
6
26
32
70
50

8
64
76
24
48
18
2
50
50

11.77
12.61
7.25
10.91
9.94
8.37
17.89
20.33
18.77

Coordinates refer to standard anatomical space using the MNI template.

Figure 4 SPM(t) maps showing differences in regional cerebral blood flow between organic dystonia and psychogenic dystonia groups,
averaged across all three tasks. The statistical parametric maps show regions with relatively increased regional cerebral blood flow
(P 5 0.05, corrected) in either organic dystonia (A) or psychogenic dystonia (B), within the core motor network defined by regions that in
control subjects showed activation in the contrast move versus rest (P 5 0.05, corrected). Notably, organic dystonia shows predominantly
enhanced cortical regional cerebral blood flow, whereas psychogenic dystonia shows predominantly enhanced subcortical regional
cerebral blood flow when these groups are compared with each other.
using a paired associative stimulation paradigm, whereas those
with psychogenic dystonia do not (Quartarone et al., 2009).
This difference implies that the latter group does not have an
abnormal tendency to strengthen cortical sensory-motor associations. The hallmark of psychogenic dystonia may therefore be
related to abnormalities in subcortical processing, not accessible
through transcranial magnetic stimulation. In support of this,

previous neuroimaging studies also point to subcortical correlates
of psychogenic neurological disorders (Vuilleumier et al., 2001;
Black et al., 2004; Voon et al., 2010a, b). The basal ganglia,
cerebellum and thalamus mediate fronto-subcortical loops that
relate to motor intention or attention, with further modulation
possible by reciprocal connections with the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex (Cummings, 1993), leading to a convergent theory
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Figure 5 SPM(t) maps showing abnormally increased regional cerebral blood flow in dorsolateral/polar prefrontal cortex in both organic (A)
and psychogenic dystonia (B) versus control subjects during movement of the right foot compared with rest (contrast move versus rest,
illustrated P 5 0.001 uncorrected). The differential activation in this region was significant (P 5 0.05 corrected) when family-wise corrected
within the a priori region of interest defined by Brodmann areas 10 and 46 (see ‘Materials and methods’ section). An analysis of conjunction
confirmed increases in regional cerebral blood flow in the right dorsolateral/polar prefrontal cortex in both dystonia groups versus control
subjects (T-score at peak increase in activity: 2.93; MNI coordinates in millimetres: x = 40; y = 50; z = 20). The bar chart (C) illustrates the
regional profiles of task-specific regional cerebral blood flow (and 90% confidence intervals; at MNI coordinate x = 36; y = 48; z = 16). The
regional cerebral blood flow values are mean-corrected within each group (white bars = rest; grey bars = post; black bars = move).

Imaging organic and psychogenic dystonia
invoking disruption of movement, motivation and attention at
multiple levels of a distributed network (Black et al., 2004).
Brown and Marsden (1998) proposed that the basal ganglia facilitate a form of focused motor attention subserving the automatic
binding of cortical motor areas in a coherent sequence of motor
activity and thought. Psychogenic dystonia may reflect dysfunction
of these fronto-subcortical circuits, rather than a disorder of motor
cortical plasticity and metabolism.
The prefrontal cortex is a common neurobiological substrate in
the competing hypotheses of generation of functional neurological
symptoms (Nowak and Fink, 2009; Bell et al., 2010), with diverse
hypotheses of impaired generation of motor intention (Spence
et al., 2000; Roelofs et al., 2002; Burgmer et al., 2006), motor
conceptualization (Roelofs et al., 2006), disruption of motor
execution (Vuilleumier et al., 2001; de Lange et al., 2008; Cojan
et al., 2009), impaired self-monitoring (de Lange et al., 2007;
Cojan et al., 2009), self-agency (Voon et al., 2010b), limbic processing (Marshall et al., 1997; Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Voon
et al., 2010a) or ‘top-down’ regulation from higher-order frontal
regions leading to impaired motor execution (Tiihonen et al.,
1995; Kanaan et al., 2007; de Lange et al., 2010; Voon et al.,
2011). Previous studies of functional neurological disorders or psychogenic movement disorders have reported increased prefrontal
cortical activity or activation on the right (Tiihonen et al., 1995;
Marshall et al., 1997; Kanaan et al., 2007; Cojan et al., 2009; de
Lange et al., 2010) or left (Werring et al., 2004; Stone et al.,
2007), although there are also reports of reductions on the left
(Spence et al., 2000). This motivated our regions of interest analysis, and the present finding of abnormal prefrontal cortex activation during movement (when compared with rest) in patients with
psychogenic dystonia is therefore not surprising.
What is the significance of this right prefrontal cortical activation? Firstly, it is important to note that our data show, for the
first time, that the prefrontal abnormalities in a psychogenic movement disorder are matched by equivalent abnormalities in organic
dystonia. This argues against the hypothesis that it is a marker of
psychogenic disorders per se. Activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been previously shown to occur in organic dystonia during performance of random joystick movements
(Ceballos-Baumann et al., 1995), even without deficits in cognitive
executive function or working memory (Jahanshahi et al., 2003).
There are two interpretations of this; first, that prefrontal overactivity is epiphenomenal, merely reflecting the patients’ increased
efforts to consciously control abnormal postures, or, second, that
overactivity represents a form of ‘top-down’ compensatory control
to suppress abnormal movements (Brooks, 1995). Our data do not
discriminate between these possibilities. Distinguishing the network abnormalities that provoke dystonia from compensatory
changes remains a challenge.
Secondly, the prefrontal cortical regions form part of an
extended motor network (for a review, see Rowe and Siebner,
2012), with activation occurring during many motor tasks including attention, selection, planning, monitoring and inhibition of
action, conscious motor intentions, goal-directed and novel movements. Unlike the strongly lateralized activations of primary motor
cortex, right prefrontal cortical activations are observed even when
the selected, attended or inhibited action is made by the right
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hand. Changes in these higher-order motor processes, and their
prefrontal cortical substrates, have been linked to the aetiology of
psychogenic paralysis (Nowak and Fink, 2009). An emerging concept is that organic dystonia also represents an abnormality in the
interaction between attention, arousal and movement. For example, enhanced cortical plasticity within the motor system (Edwards
et al., 2006) could produce a vulnerability to develop associations
between involuntary movements and tasks. This may account for
the tendency in organic dystonia for insidious spread over the
years to involve other movements (Edwards and Rothwell,
2011). Our results suggest that there may be a similar derangement of the mechanisms of motor attention in psychogenic dystonia, as has been implicated in other psychogenic movement
disorders (Voon et al., 2010a).
There are limitations to the present study. First, we are limited
by the sample size. Nevertheless, our study compares favourably
with the existing literature on psychogenic neurological disorders,
in which the majority of studies have sample sizes ranging from
one to eight, with the largest sample size being 16 (Voon et al.,
2010a). The larger studies have tended to include clinically heterogeneous groups. In contrast, we aimed to match patients closely
with the affected region and establish comparable task conditions
in all groups. We cannot exclude the possibility of subtle phenotypic differences within each group, but this cannot account for
our results, which reveal that the two patient groups show
changes in opposite directions with respect to the controls. Our
study also included both healthy controls and organic dystonia
groups to allow for comparison not only with voluntary movement, but also with organic dystonia.
Second, a potential concern is that an organic neurological disease underlying the dystonia may have been missed and consequently the patients in the psychogenic group might have been
misclassified. However, all patients had thorough neurological
assessments and there was no change in diagnosis over a 10year post-imaging period, making this unlikely.
Third, the task adopted was related to the patients’ functional
deficit. It could therefore be argued that the imaging abnormalities
noted in the patient groups might have been confounded by differences in motor performance, effort or sensory feedback. To
address this, we attempted to create comparable tasks for all
groups with EMG monitoring and included the post condition.
The results show that while there is a significant graded increase
in EMG signal between rest and post, and between post and
move, there is little difference in imaging results between move
versus post and post versus rest contrasts. This suggests that any
increase in motor activity from a baseline provokes similar changes
in neuroimaging.
Fourth, we, like others (Siebner et al., 2003; Carbon et al.,
2010), adopted PET as our imaging method. Owing to its low
spatial resolution, we cannot examine the finer details of subcortical change, although it would be of interest to differentiate
changes within subregions of the basal ganglia. However, with
functional MRI using the blood oxygen level–dependent contrast,
the differences in blood oxygen level–dependent values between
individuals limits the analyses to the examination of Task  Group
interactions. Such a technique would have missed the main group
effects that we found.
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In conclusion, we demonstrate, for the first time, that there is a
distinctive pathophysiological signature shown by functional neuroimaging that separates organic from psychogenic dystonia. We
also show that the prefrontal cortex is implicated in organic and
psychogenic dystonia. We suggest that an integrated approach to
psychogenic movement disorders is required to understand the
modulation of motor control by attention and emotion (Voon
et al., 2010a; Edwards and Rothwell, 2011). Within such an overarching framework, comparisons should be made with organic
disorders as well as healthy subjects. Functional neuroimaging in
particular offers new insights into the pathophysiology of psychogenic movement disorders, which we propose is critical to improving the diagnosis, therapy and prognosis of this major group of
disabling neurological disorders.
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